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ABSTRACT 

A user communication path is defined as the subnet
work formed by the user equipment at source and ' 
destination, plus the chain of nodes and transmis
sion lines which provide their interconnection in 
.a store-and-forward network. 

A user communication path is modeled by a network 
of queues that represent user behaviour, node pro
cessing and the transmission links for each direc
tion of transmission. The paper describes the ap
plication of this modeling technique to single vir
tual calls in a packet switching network, and to 
multiservice calls accessing an integrated services 
digital network via the D-channel. Results such 
as the throughput and delivery delay of the path 
are given as a function of protocol and traffic 
parameters. Average values are obtained analytic
ally; detailed sensitivities and distributions are 
obtained by simulation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The paper defines a user communication path in the 
sense of the complete chain of user and network 
equipment, either for single or multiple users. 
The purpose of our present study is to model the 
traffic in the complete user-network path. Because 
of the presence of user network feedback in a store 
and forward network with flow control, emphasis is 
placed on user behaviour, processing at the nodes, 
and the protocol parameters involved. 

Initial works on communication paths (1,2,3) con
sidered unidirectional channels within a switching 
network and infinite capacity nodes. In (4,5) con
gestion control mechanisms are included in the path 
and the works of (6) analyze the collection of 
paths which compose a network. A single chain with 
explicit consideration of the processing times at 
the nodes is analyzed in (7) to derive the associa
ted efficiencies. Other works (8-10) also consider 
several types of paths under the more or less com
mon assumption of packet independence. 

The path definition introduced in the paper was 
inititated in the modeling of a packet switching 
network with X.2S boundaries, specifically the DN-l 
network (11), by four hierarchical levels (12) un
der the name of NEPER-HIM. They are summarized in 
the Figure 1. The user communication path model 
provides the end-to-end grade of service and per
formance, assuming semi-independence of the details 

associated to the lower levels (module and node) 
but using their results. 
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Due to the extension of X.25 or X.25-like inter
faces to many networks, the model application be
comes valid in the much broader area of Telematic, 
mixed and value added networks. The complexity of 
mixed networks of packet and circuit type, for 
example ISDN (integrated services digital networks) 
makes this type of hierarchical moaeling even more 
attractive. In particular the user communication 
path in an ISDN was applied for the grade of ser
vice der ivation, either for complete paths or for 
sub-paths. 

Two examples of this application are described in 
the paper: 

Single virtual calls associated to the path in 
a packet switching network from a terminal to 
a host computer 

Multiple virtual 
installation that 

calls from a multiservice 
accesses a packet switching 

gateway via a D channel. 

The user communication path is modeled by a net
work of queues that are represented with a high 
degree of detail in the simulation approach and 
maintaining the packet dependence, while less de
tail is used in the analytical approach. The re-
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sults of these two studies are summarized for the 
throughput of the path, delivery delay, contribu
tion of each stage to the delay, importance of the 
assumptions, etc. 
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FIG 2- GENERAL USER COMMUNICATION PATH 

2. CONTEXT OF A USER COMMUNICATION PATH. 

We define a user communication path as the set of 
equipments at the source and destination plus the 
store and forward nodes and the associated links . 
which provide their communication. Figure 2 shows 
a representation of the path in a general case, 
with N being the number of potential users at ori
gin, L the number of users at the destination 
equipment with the same interface, and P the number 
of nodes. Figures 3 to 5 represent specific ex
amples of user communication paths found in actual 
networks, and analyzed in our study. 
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FIG 3- SINGLE USER TO HOST PATH IN AN X. 25 
NETWORK 
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A communication path node is identified as such 
when it has a store and forward capability. If 
other network nodes are crossed in a transparent 
way to the flow, i.e. a circuit switching node of 
a telephone networ k, they are represented by the 
slowest transmission link to the next store and 
forward node in the physical path. Origin and des
tination equipments are considered as the first 
and last path nodes respectively. 

A basic characteristic of the path in a store and 
forward network is the flow control (13) existing 
in the communication, which includes a strong feed
back between the user and the network. The infor
mation is accepted as a function of the acknowledg
ments of previous packets, window size (14), etc.; 
the arrival law of packets and the holding time of 
calls are a consequence of the interaction between 
the user, the network and the protocols. 

The context of the user communication path model 
as the third level of the NEPER-HIM package may be 
expressed in terms of the following general assump
tions: 

a. The user side of the communication path is re
presented with a degree of detail that includes 
user behaviour, with parameters such as the 
user thinking time, net information generated, 
processing time at user equipment, reaction 
time, etc. 

b. The network side of the communication path is 
represented for those modules and resources 
which are directly used by the communication 
under study, while the effect of other modules 
and traffic is considered in a simplified way 
by a statistical interference traffic. 

This is one of the basic distinctions with the 
fourth level of the NEPER-HIM package: the global 
network model has a reverse representation with 
more detailed consideration of the transport part 
of the network and simplified statistical modeling 
of the network periphery. This type of representa
tion for the user communication path is quite lo
gical in an actual network, since thousands of 
paths interact in the central part of the network, 
each path having a very slight effect. This allows 
the semi-independence assumption with regard to the 
global network model. The correspondance of this 
modeling with the functional operation is particu
larly close when path-oriented routing (fixed, ran
dom, etc.) is used in the network. 

The objectives to be sought, and results attained, 
for the user communication path can be summar ized 
as follows: 

Analysis of the user-network interdependence 

Determination of throughput of a path for each 
configuration and design 
Analysis of the traffic-protocol interactions 
in the path due to the flow control mechanisms 
Investigation of arrival laws of the packets 
within the same path, as well as the holding 
time distribution of calls 
Capacity of the path in terms of simultaneous 
communications, number of terminals, etc. for 
a given state of the network 
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Interactions in the path between different clas
ses of traffic (interactive and batch) 
Evaluation of grade-of-service rela"ted distri
butions such as delivery delay, round-trip de
lay, user-to-user delay, etc. 

3. ANALYTICAL MODEL. 

The problem that we face in this section 
solve analytically the throughput and 

is to 
network 

crossing time of a communication when two ends are 
connected. When the problem is treated in an analy
tical way, the main objective is to give a quick 
result of the end-to-ena performance between users, 
but with more restrictive assumptions (for example 
in the source generator and flow control algorithms) 
than the assumptions used in the simulation ap
proach. Comparison with the results derived from 
the simulation model give a measure of the simpli~ 
fications made in order to attack the problem analy
tically; and thereby render it more tractable. 

For the analytical study of a user communication 
path we only treat the end-to-end flow control. 
The existence of a window flow control allows to 
transform the initial open network of the user 
communication path into a closed one. 

In the Figure 6 we represent the resources that 
are implicit in this user communication path model 
as a tandem network. Thus we represent the process
ing nodes, transmission links, and source/sink pro
cessing in a simplified way. 

OQ 

FPQ 
FTQ 
BPQ 
BTQ 
LQ 

Origin User Queue. 
Forward Processing Queue. 
Forward Transmission Queue. 
Backward Processing Queue. 
Backward Transmission Queue. 
Destination User Queue. 

FIG 6 - ANALITICAL MODEL FOR THE UCOP 

Based on the general assumptions of the previous 
paragraph, we have made the following additional 
considerations: 

1. It can be taken into account that the interfer
ing traffic due to other calls reduces the 
maximum transmission link capacity (~i) by 
the average arrival rate of the interfering 
traffic. This means that if the maximum trans
mission capacity of a link i is ~i and the 
interfering traffic arrival rate at link i is 
Ai,the net maximum transmission capacity ( 5) 
will be: ~=lJ . -A. 

1 1 
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2. The transmission links are represented by a 
first-in-first-out queue that only treats 
packets/acknowledgments with exponentially dis
tributed transmission time. Exponential distri
bution is a good approximation as high as the 
interference is. 

3. The source is represented by a packet interar
rival time, an average packet length and 
a processing time. The sink has a processing 
time; it generates an acknowledgment without 
priority and send it in the reverse direction. 

4. The crossing nodes are represented by a pure 
time delay with phase-type distribution. 

All the assumptions made up to now are extended to 
the multiple virtual calls traveling by the same 
user communication path. 

Based on the previous assumptions, we obtain the 
above mentioned closed queueing network with a fi
nite population analytically tractable. For the 
calculation of mean queue sizes, mean waiting times 
and throughputs in closed queueing networks with 
product-form solution (16) without computing the 
normalization constant, the mean value analysis has 
been introduced (17). This technique computes the 
performance measures of networks with product-form 
solution based on the two following principles: 

1. The relation between the mean waiting time and 
the mean queue size of a service center with 
one less customer (18, 19). 

2. Little's law applied to each service center and 
throughout the chain (20). 

A good characteristic of the mean value analysis 
in comparison to the corresponding normalization 
constant method is that in addition it provides an 
easy understanding from an intuitive point of view 
(21) • 

In the following we der ive the algor i thm for the 
calculation of average performance parameters for 
a multiple call communication path. We introduce, 
then, the following notation: 

C 

WC 

I 

J 

Q 

Number of existing calls in the communi
cation path 

Variable for the window size of call c, 
c=l,2, ••• ,C 

Mean service time of a data packet of 
call c in transmission link i 

Mean delay time of a data packet of call 
c in node j for pure delay nodes 

Mean service time of a data packet be
longing to a call c in a FIFO node j 

Number of transmission links in the com
munication path 

Number of crossing nodes in the C.P. 

Set of FIFO queues in the C.P. 
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D 

n~ 

set of pure delay service centers in the 
C.P. 

Mean number of 
call c waiting 
vice center 
c=l ••• C 

packets belong ing to a 
or being served at ser
k, k= 1,2, •••. J , ••• , I +J; 

Mean queue size at service center k, 
k=l, •• ,I+J 

Throughput of call c ; c=l, ••• ,C 

Mean queueing time (waiting plus service) 
of a packet of call c in service cent er k 

By similarity of the MVA literature (6) we intro
duce nk(c-) as the number of call c packets 
at service center k upon arrival of a call c packet 
We also have t~(c-),),.l(c-), etc. and introduce 

_ (1 2 C . 1 c-1 C c+ 1 C 
W- W ,W , . • ,VI ) and vl-e c =(W , .. ,W ,W,W , .. ,W) 

(17) 

Following the notation introduced above, the first 
principle of MVA can be expressed as: 

and relating it with the second principle (Little's 
law) we have: 

c 
~= 

:for p.ure delay nodes. 

for FIFO or Processor 
Sharing nodes. 

for transmission links. 

I+J 
>. c=W

c / L ~ 
k=1 

r\ = >.c ~ 

I+J 
and L 

k=1 
L t{+ L t~ 

keQ keD 

I [ C C L T'~ 1+ L n~ (W-e )] + L T~cf+ I n: (W-e )]+ L T? 
i = 1 1 = 1 c j,tD ~ 1 = 1 J c i e D J 

Starting at the empty state n~(o)=o and apply
ing that in an iterative way, the performance va
lues will be obtained. 

The reason for differentiating the existing calls 
is due to the characteristics of a typical store 
and forward application, such as different window 
size per call, different classes of traffic, dif
ferent call phases, etc. 

For the case of homogeneous multiple calls, the 
above expressions will be simplified and the number 
of iterative steps will be reduced. 
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4. SIMULATION APPROACH . 

The high degree of interaction produced at the user 
side and the network nodes where the flow control 
is executed originates complex packet arrival laws. 
In order to analyze their effects as well as to 
produce more accurate and extended results like 
distributions, simulation has been used. 

The simulation model is mainly based on the assump
tions of paragraph 2 without special constraints. 
The specific characteristics of the simulation are 
summarized: 

a) A two stage generation is done with Markovian 
generation of communications or calls by the call 
generator (CG) at the user side and a second packet 
generation (PG) which originates a packet flow 
within the entire call with complete cor relation 
and dependence on the flow control handling and 
statistical network behavior. The user reaction 
time to each acknowledgment and thinking time are 
represented due to their impact in the path and to 
derive user/network interaction. 

b) The specific distributions of data packet per 
call, packet sizes for each traffic class are taken 
into account at the user generator. This allows 
the detailed representation of the actual statis
tical values for all the traffic mixes. within the 
data transfer phase, forward and backward informa
tion traffic may be represented as well as dif
ferent sessions. 

c) The packet flow at the path originated by the 
different procedures of the flow control, may be _ 
represented with the adequate degree of detail (14) ~ 
The various implementations of the flow control 
algorithm with their facilities such as local cre-
dit handling, anticipation, etc. are easily imple-
mented at the nodes with that facilities. 

d) The functional representation of the nodes is 
made with an intermediate level of detail for any 
interconnection topology. Each node is mainly im
plemented by the set of the following five queues: 

The packet processing/switching queue (PQ) which 
compounds the behaviour of the processing associa
ted to level 3 of the protocol for each packet 
class. 

The forward and backward input queues (FIQ,BIQ) 
which represent the processing associated to the 
frame reception. 

The forward and backward output queues (FOQ, 
BOQ) which represent the processing of the frame 
sending plus the link transmission itself. 

The figure 7 represents a diagram for the queues 
of typical nodes of the path. The path nodes that 
have specific functions like the flow control hand
ling at the network gates or like the user genera
tion at both ends have the same basic structure 
summarized above with additional internal feedbacks 

e) The processing times at the referenced queues 
and the delay type services may be associated to 
each packet type, call class and node for any dis- • 
tribution. This input values are provided by the 
lower models of the NEPER-HIM hierarchy. 
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Call Generator. 
Packet Generator. 

PATH NODE 4 

Interference traffic Generator. 
Backward Packet Generator. 
Flow Control. 
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(uc 4c 
FIQ BIQ BOQ 
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FIQ Forward Input Queue. 
BIQ Backward Input Queue. 
PQ Processing Queue. 
FOQ Forward Output Queue. 
BOQ Backward Output Queue. 

CLR 
FOQ 

CR,CA,CLR,CLC,DATA,RR(ACK): CCITT packet types. 

FIG 7- SIMULATION MODEL FOR THE USER COMMUNICATION PATH 

f) A markovian generator of interference traffic 
(IG) is provided per queue of the network side o f 
the path in order to represent the rest of the net
work traffic in a simplified way. 

The whole set of objective results given in the 
paragraph 2 are covered with this simulation model. 
Specially those related with the GOS are defined: 

Packet delivery delay or time between the input 
of the first bit of the packet at the first pro
cessing queue of the network and the output of the 
last bit of the same packet at the last processing 
queue of the network. 

Round trip delay or time between the output of 
the last bit of forward packet from the user 
equipment and the input of the first bit in the 
associated backward acknowledgment at the user side 

Total call holding time, between the generation 
of a call request packet and the reception of the 
clear confirmation packet. 

5. APPLICATION CASES. 

Two application cases, one for single virtual calls 
and other for multiple virtual calls, are summa
rized as examples of the results that the defined 
communication path model may provide. 

5.1 Single virtual call in an X.25 packet switch
ing network. 

The user to host path associated to virtual calls 
in the path of fig.3 has been analyzed by the analy 
tical and simulation tools for the following set 
of parameters: 

Number of path nodes from 3 to 7. 
User line speeds from 2.4 kb/s to 48 kb/s. 
X.2S protocol at both sides with a standard 
maximum packet field length of 1024 bits. 

Interactive traffic having an average of 2.5 
packets per call and uniform packet size with 
75 octects in average. 
Batch traffic having 114 full packets/call. 
Window sizes from 1 to 8 with normal end-to-end 
significance of the flow control and other case 
with use of local credit. 
Delay and processing times at the different 
modules involved in the path obtained from the 
module analysis (MODA) of NEPER-HIM applied to 
the modules of the DN-l network. 

The fig.8 gives the end to end delay and some of 
the components as a function of the window size 
obtained by the analytical and simulation models. 
The configuration case corresponds to five path 
nodes at nominal loads and with a user line speed 
of 9.6 kb/s. The difference for the end to end 
delay between both approaches is not high (less 
than 15%) due to the fact that the bigger errors 
in some components (up to 70% in the processing at 
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the fi rst node) are not always in the same sense. 
The delay components of the nodes where the flow 
control is implemented exhibit higher discrepancy 
between the analytical and simulation approach. 
The reason is the strong influence of arrival laws 
and processing times in that nodes where the inde
pendence and Poisson arrival assumptions become 
less valid than in the intermediate nodes of the 
netwerk. Then care has to be taken with the vali
dity of the previous assumptions according to the 
objectives of the study. 

The figure 9 gives a comparison of the call hold
ing times for interactive and batch classes of 
traffic as a function of the user line speed and 
for several number of path nodes and window sizes. 
The effect of user line speed is important for low 
speeds while for the highest ones the number of 
stages and window size are dominant. 

lOO 
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' 1 
i 

CALL HOLDING TIME (s . ) 

~_M_=~71~W_=~4 ____ __ 

~ M:J,W=I 

BATCH 
CLASS 

]

INTERACTIVE 

CLASS 

.4+1~~--~------~--------~ 
2.4 9.6 16 32 

User line spced(k~ 

FIG.9 COMPARISON OF C.4,LL HOLDING TIMES 

The fig.10 gives the variation of typical components 
of path delay as a function of the user line speed. 
It is derived the interaction between the user and 
network sides of the path. For small components of 
user line delays there is an increase 0 f the net
work side components due to the quick arrival of 
packets to the network resources and viceversa. 

The figure 11 gives the total communication call 
holding time and delivery delay for a data 
packet as a function of the path load (assuming ho
mogeneous load at the different path stages). Com
par ison is made between the use or not of local 
credit at the protocol. The result emphasizes the 
effect of the credit use in a batch class of 
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traffic while slight difference is appreciated for 
an interactive class. 

5.2 Multiple Calls in a Multiservice Subscriber 

The distribution of delivery delay for data packet 
of interactive or batch traffic classes is given 
in figure 12. This is one of the typical grade of 
service associated values to be used for the path 
dimensioning and selection of protocol parameters. 
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We analyze in this paragraph the communication path 
shared by the simultaneous virtual calls originated 
by the terminals of a multiservice subscriber in 

an integrated environment. The type of integration 
is of an intermediate level in such a way that the 
services are provided through a gateway which ac-
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cess a packet switching network. The figure 5 re
presents the analyzed stages. 

The multiservice subscriber owns a D channel of 16 
kb/s which carries the signalling information asso
ciated to B channels of 64 kb/s and also may carry 
additional information belonging to services like 
telemetry, videotext, teletex, etc. assuming that 
priority is used for the signalling. 

In order to analyze the communication path of mul
tiple multiservice calls, we have selected an homo
geneous case, i.e. all the simultaneous calls are 
or iginated by terminals of the sume service type 
with the same traffic and flow control parametets 
(average volume of information per call, window 
size, etc.). Within the future services we choose 
for the analysis the teletex service due to the 
fact that it has an important quantity of informa
tion to be interchanged and allows the channel 
analysis in the high range of load. 

Typical values used for a teletex calls where 50 
kb per page and an average of 2 pages per call 
with uniform distribution. 

Due to the low volume of information produced by 
the signalling traffic we consider its impact on 
the teletex service to be negligeable 

The figure 13 represents the resultant gross 
throughput of the communication path as a function 
of the number of simultaneous teletex virtual calls 
for different values of the window size. 

It may be observed how the highes t window sizes 
saturate the channel with less number of simulta
neous calls (between 3 and 10). Observe that the 
number of terminals associated to a D channel may 
be higher according to the traffic intensity per 
terminal and coincidence of busy periods. 
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FIG.13 T HROLGHPUT FOR OIFERENT 
SIMULTANEOUS CALLS 
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Figure 14 gives the average access time of a pac
ket as a function of the number of simultaneous 
virtual calls for different windows. The packet 
access time considers the elapsed time between the 
entry to the network termination and the end of its 
processing by the gateway 

Delivery 
Delay 
(m s) 

1000 

W:8 

W:2 

W:1 

----- CALL REQUEST PACKET 
1004-~--~-r--r--r--r--'-'------· 

4 

ner of simultaneous calls 

FIG .14 PACt<ET DELIVERY DELAY 

Defining t he power (15) of a communication path as a 
relation of the path throughput to the average pac
ket access time, the figure 15 represents the power 
as a function of the number of simultaneous teletex 
calls for typical values of the window size. It is 
clear that the high windows are optimum for low 
number of simultaneous calls, while the low windows 
are for the high traffic demand. The window size of 
2 optimizes the path use for a wide range of simul
taneous calls. 

The figure 16 represents the packet access time 
distribution of the basic service, obtained by'. the 
simulation model, for three different numbers of 
the simultaneous teletex calls. 

This pro bability distribution joint to the channel 
throughput and the power of the path provide con
sistent criteria for the dimensioning of the va
rious configurations of the D channel. 

~CP ~WER 

FIG. IS POWER OF THE COMMUNICATION PATH 
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6. CONCLUSIONS. 

The context of a communication path in a general 
store and forward network has been defined with 
the inclusion of user equipment behavior in the 
mode ling and using the performance results pro
vided by previous analysis of lower hierarchical 
levels. 

The simulation tools developed for the path ana
lysis where found particularly appropriate for 
the investigation of traffic-protocol and user
network interactions as well as for the end-to
end grade of service derivation. The applied 
analytical tools based on the mean value analy
sis seems to be a useful procedure for the eva
luation of average performance values. 

Two applications were briefly exposed for single 
virtual calls in a packet switching network and 
multi terminal calls in an ISDN environment. From 
the comparison of different simplificative as
sumptions it is derived the need for considera
tion of different packet classes, arrivals in 
groups and packet dependence in that sectors of 
the path where flow control is exercised or mul
tiple generation appears. 

Finally, the scope of this path modeling seems to 
be quite large for actual data networks and sub
'networks like packet switching, CCITT no.7 sig
naling, ISDN and in general mixed networks which 
follow the Operating System Interconnection lay
ered structure. 
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Q.l (W. Dieterle) 

In contrast to the results published in my own paper (session 
#3.3 paper #6) your curves in Fig. 8 show an increas~ in delay 
when enlarging the value of the window size. Can 'you give 
a short e 'xplanation of the behavior of the delay-time curves 
due to ' the window size? 

A.l (0. Soto, D. Gutierrez, L. Miguez Martinez) 

After a quick look to both papers, it is doubtful if both 
results may be compareq due to the quite different modeling 
assumptions involved: ' , 

Mainly you Inodeled the .1evel ' ,3 as a two adjacent stages with 
infinite saurce arrivals and with packet independence. 
We modeled the level 3 as the full path th'rough the network and 
including the end user behaviof implying: 

Finite source effect 
Time correlation associated to flow control 
Bunch arrival effect associ~ted to the packe,ts when the 
window is ope~ .. 

These three assumptions and mainly the last one produce aI1 :",; 
increase df packet delay for higher windows as is described in 
the paper. In parallel, higher windows reduce "call holding 
times" due to the less number ' of packet-ack cycles. 

Finally, I emphasise the importance of assumption adequacy to 
each problem mainly in this type of new application. We may 
discuss more details if you are interested. Thank-you. -' 
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